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Teacher Mou lowered his head guiltily. Indeed, he had stopped Yun chujiu from entering the trial tower 

because he did not think highly of her. He felt that such a good-for-nothing was not qualified to enter 

the trial tower, so he deliberately made things difficult for her. Seeing teacher Mou’s cowardly manner, 

Xue Wuji could not help but get angry. Just as he was about to retort him.., di beiming said, “Little Jiu 

may be temperamental, but she’s not someone who doesn’t know her limits. I’m afraid she didn’t sneak 

in by herself.” When teacher Mou heard di beiming say the word ‘little jiu’, he was even more shocked 

than when Xue Wuji said Little Jiu’s sister. He felt that he must have a fever today! Otherwise, how could 

everything he saw and heard be so abnormal? ! “Teacher Mou, Tell Your Excellency and Young Master 

Wuji about the situation at that time.”Dean Huangfu pinched teacher Mou fiercely. How could he still be 

in a daze at such a time? ! Although the Tian Yuan Academy had a special status, if your excellency and 

Young Master Wuji were to vent their anger on you, you, a mere teacher, would be doomed! Only then 

did teacher Mou come back to his senses and recounted the situation at that time, xue Wuji 

immediately widened his eyes and said, “You just saw my little sister Jiu’s back and you’re sure that she 

sneaked in? You just blamed my little sister Jiu for it? “Maybe someone dragged my little sister Jiu in!” 

“Young Master Wuji, those students went in first. After they went in, they would be transported to the 

trial scene. How could they drag Yun Chujiu in?” Xue Wuji glared at teacher Mu. “No matter what, Little 

Sister Jiu won’t sneak in. You must think of a way to clear things up. Otherwise, I won’t forgive you!” 

Teacher Mu was on the verge of tears. “Young Master Wuji, what do you want me to say? Could it be 

that the trial tower sucked Yun Chujiu in?” Hearing teacher Mu’s words, Di Beiming’s heart skipped a 

beat. Little Jiu’s constitution was special. Perhaps she really was brought in by the trial tower’s Qi Ling. 

“Teacher Mou, give me a jade token. I want to enter the Tower of trials.”Di beiming said to teacher 

Mou. Teacher Mou looked at Dean Huangfu. Dean huangfu sighed and said, “Your Excellency, you also 

know that after a person enters the tower of trials, they are transported to a scene alone. Even if you 

enter, you will not be able to find Yun Chujiu.” “If you pass the ninth level, you will find the weapon 

spirit of the Tower of trials. At that time, I can force it to release little jiu. This is the only way to save 

little jiu,”di beiming said in a deep voice. Qi Ling’s voice was filled with fear. Dean Huangfu was stunned. 

He did not expect di beiming to be able to do this for Yun Chujiu, he advised, “Your Excellency, although 

your spiritual power is considered outstanding in the Tian Yuan continent, it is extremely difficult to pass 

the ninth level. Furthermore, what about the matters of the Temple of Immortals? “The trial tower 

forbids the use of talismans. If there is an urgent matter, there is no way for us to inform you.” “When I 

was in the academy, I managed to clear the sixth level. At that time, my spiritual power was much lower 

than it is now. I believe that I can clear the ninth level this time. There is no need to say more. Give me 

the jade token!”Di Beiming’s eyes revealed a determined look, little Jiu, wait for me. I will definitely be 

able to save you. Teacher Mou was just about to pass the jade token to di beiming when he saw the 

third level of the trial tower light up. Teacher mou exclaimed, “Yun Chujiu actually managed to break 

through to the third level! How is this possible? She is only at the first level of the Spirit sect!” 

 


